In this paper we generalize the classical stable manifold theorem at a point as well as a recent result of M. Hirsch, C. Pugh and M. Shub. We deduce the existence of the invariant manifolds, their smoothness and their continuity under small perturbations of the underlying endomorphism entirely from the inverse function theorem and an easy proposition about smoothness of maps on c o (E).
Introduction.
The following classes of maps between Banach spaces will be used (all derivatives are Frechet derivatives). Let Lip(/) denote the Lipschitz constant of / and let Lip(E, F) = {/| Lip(/) < oo}. For p ^ 1 and 0 < a ^ 1 let 3ί{E, E) denote the classes We will also use the following norms (or pseudo-norms) = sup||/(x)|| If /G C p then ||/|| p = max osiSp sup x F or maps in these classes we have an inverse function theorem. We start with a Lipschitz inverse function theorem. A stronger version of this theorem is given in Hirsch-Pugh [3] , We provide a proof along their lines for completeness. 
Suppose U is an open subset of E, /: [/ -> E is Lip or is one of the Classes X(E, E). Suppose T: E->E is a linear invertible map from E to E such that
Proof. The case / E Lip is a restatement of the Lipschitz Inverse Function Theorem. In all other cases we can conclude from the LIFT that / is a homeomorphism of U onto an open subset and that f~ι is Lipschitz.
Observe that /, g in any of the classes with domain (g) bounded implies f°g is of the same class. Now if / is at least C 1 then f~ι is differentiate by the usual argument which we give for completeness: It suffices to assume /(0) = 0 and show /"* differentiate at 0.
Observe 
For k = 0, (1) is the definition of C r f Suppose it has been proved for fc =0, ,fe-l. Then
by the mean value theorem. Given 6 >0 choose δ s.t. ||x||<2δ implies ||D fc /(jc)-D*/(0)|| <e/2. Choose N so large that | | JC I // I '|| < δ when i > n and then choose δ'< δ such that when lift II <δ'
By the inverse mean value theorem (see Abraham and Robbin [1] ) C r f E C fc , equation (1) The case r = 1 with I,! and L 2 invertible is the classic stable manifold and unstable manifold theorem (see A. Kelley [6] or ). The case of arbitrary r, L x invertible and /6C p ,p^l has been proved in using other methods. Refer to M. Irwin [5] for a proof similar to ours in the r -1, L 1 and L 2 invertible case.
Proof. In either case the sets W Eι and W E2 are clearly invariant under /. Let Π,: E 1 ®E 2 -*E t be the projections. We consider first case 1. Observe that if we let afo = /,(jc o ) and a? Λ+ i = # o +g(#o) then % n G % for all n and lim n 3£ n = Sf exists and satisfies G°f = f 0 .
Thus J^Xo)eRange (G) so we can define w(x) = G" lo /i(x) on t/χ. The equation G ° G~ι(Iι(x)) = Ix(x) is equivalent to w(x) = I t (x)+ g(w(x)) and writing this out gives (4) and hence equations (3) and by the 1-1 ness of L ι equation (2) . But G is 1-1 so w = w(x) and y = gi(x). Thus W Ei = {(JC, gi(x))| x E t/i}. If r' also satisfies the condi-
